THE HONOR PLEDGE FOR STEP ONE

Upon becoming a candidate for the Registered Parliamentarian credential, the candidate will agree to the Honor Pledge for Step One as follows:

On my honor, I certify that from the time I begin Part One through Part Seven of the Step One online tests in Schoology until after I have clicked the “Finish” button to submit each completed test for grading:

I will neither seek nor accept help from anyone else in answering the questions in the tests in each part.

I will not refer to any sources of parliamentary information or any notes, except that during each test I may make notes from memory on blank paper which I may also use to help figure out the answers to the test questions.

I will not share the content of the tests in Parts 1 through 7 with anyone other than the Commission on Credentialing or those it authorizes.

On my honor, I also certify that from the time I begin Part Eight of the Step One online tests in Schoology until Part Eight has been submitted for grading:

I will neither seek nor accept help from anyone else in answering its questions.

I understand and agree that, although while Part 8 is being timed I may consult RONR (12th ed.) RONR In Brief (3rd ed.) and any other written parliamentary notes or resources as references, I will not consult those sources during untimed portions of Part Eight.

I will not share the content of the Part Eight tests with anyone other than the Commission on Credentialing or those it authorizes.

I understand that there is a 60-minute time limit for questions in Parts 1-7 and that Schoology keeps track of the amount of time it takes each candidate to complete each quiz.
I understand that candidates who fail to comply with these requirements are subject to referral to the NAP Professional Standards Committee for member discipline based on NAP Bylaws Article III, Section 5 and for violation of the Code of Professional Responsibility for Parliamentarians under such provisions as 2.1 and potentially 2.4, and may be disqualified by the Commission from attaining the relevant credentialed status.